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Abstract—Suicide is among the leading causes of death in China, however, technical approaches toward preventing suicide are challenging and remain under development. Recently, several suicidal cases were preceded by users who posted microblogs with suicidal ideation to Sina Weibo, a Chinese social media network akin to Twitter. Up to now, we have identified 53 known suicidal cases who posted suicide notes on Weibo prior to their deaths. It would therefore be desirable to detect suicidal ideations from microblogs in real-time, and immediately alert appropriate support groups, which may lead to successful prevention. In this paper, we propose a real-time suicidal ideation detection system deployed over Weibo, using machine learning and known psychological techniques. We explore linguistic features using a psychological lexicon dictionary, and train an effective suicidal Weibo post detection model. 6714 tagged posts and several classifiers are used to verify the model. By combining both machine learning and psychological knowledge, SVM classifier has the best performance of different classifiers, yielding an F-measure of 68.3\%, a Precision of 78.9\%, and a Recall of 60.3\%.

I. INTRODUCTION

The World Health Organization (WHO) recently reported that 800,000 suicidal deaths occurred worldwide in 2012 \cite{1}, which translates to a person committing suicide every 40 seconds. This unfortunate report places suicide among the leading causes of death worldwide, particularly for young people ages 15 to 29. In recent years, the suicide problem in China has drawn much attention. Former research \cite{2} reported that around 290,000 Chinese people died due to suicide every year, accounting for roughly 36\% of all suicidal cases worldwide. Although the number has decreased during to past several years, WHO \cite{1} reported that there were still 120,730 Chinese people committed suicide in 2012.

For years, psychologists have been working on suicidal prevention, they found that suicidal ideation can be clearly identified from victims’ writings and posts. Wong, \textit{et al.} analyzed suicide notes obtained from the coroner’s records in Hong Kong \cite{3}. In this study, they found several characteristics separating suicidal from non-suicidal people and indicated reasons for the increasing suicide rates in Hong Kong, including media and social changes. However, because this data is only obtainable from key players in clinical investigations, the volume of pre-suicidal data is very limited.

Now in the era of Web 2.0, a multitude of Social Network Sites (SNS), \textit{e.g.}, Twitter and Facebook, have emerged as essential platforms for communicating with others in real-time. Users often express their emotions and opinions by posts on SNS, which becomes their preferable choices. Jashinsky, \textit{et al.} reported suicidal behaviors in Twitter, they pointed out that the association between social media and suicide has become a public health concern \cite{4}.

Due to various reasons, people may not have an appropriate way to alleviate their depressions in real life. Previous study \cite{5} indicated that some people preferred to understate symptoms to avoid negative consequences, or some people lacked the self awareness to report to others, and they might be lack of trust in others. In several real cases, users chose to post microblog notes to describe their suicidal ideation on Weibo. However, these suicidal behaviors on Weibo were not detected, or have simply not raised enough attention. We believe that early detection of suicidal behaviors on SNS may help prevent deaths.

In this paper, we build a suicide ideation detection framework to analyze microblogs with various features, and explore the possibility of monitoring suicidal behaviors. The current suicidal detection initiatives are very labor-intensive and ineffective, because they rely heavily on simple keyword matching and questionnaire. In collaboration with psychologists, we leverage advanced text analysis and mining integrated with psychological techniques to build an efficient suicidal ideation detection system over SNS. With Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, we propose to use text analysis techniques to study latent emotions of users, and then we design, develop, and experiment a system that can identify suicidal posts in real-time.

Our research has three main contributions, highlighted below.

- First, to the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of formal suicidal research on Chinese social media. Our research is a unique and exploratory research on real data set. We have verified 53 suicidal users on Weibo post-mortem and collected over 30,000 of their posts.

- Second, we explore NLP techniques with psychological knowledge to find an approach to predict suicidal posts and achieved F-measure of 68.3\%. We also propose an approach to handle imbalanced data between suicidal posts and non-suicidal posts.

- Third, interdisciplinary research between machine learning and psychology is nontrivial. We use machine
learning skills to verify and prove psychological hypotheses.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related work. The background and description of our multi-hierarchical model will be discussed in Section III. Section IV presents the experimental design and test results of our proposed system. Finally, future work directions and conclusion will be discussed in Section V.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we give an overview on suicide detection in psychology, and then we briefly introduce current research on suicidal ideation detection.

Suicide has been intensively studied in the field of psychology. Traditional research methods mainly rely on questionnaires. Chen, et al., reported that “Media Propagation” had significant effects on suicidal behaviors [6]. They found that simply due to seeing news reports of charcoal burning suicides, the rate of charcoal burning suicide increased. Li, et al., studied one 13-year-old youth’s 193 blog entries by using the Chinese Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (CLLIWC), and found several key features in his suicidal notes, including posting frequency, progressive self-referencing, and positive to negative emotion words ratio [7].

In another study, Delgado-Gomez, et al., acquired 849 cases from Spain hospital and scored them manually by psychological standards or questionnaires [8]. They used these scores to evaluate four classifiers, including Boosting, Linear Discriminate Analysis, Fisher Linear Discriminate Analysis and Support Vector Machine (SVM). They found that the score, which was analyzed manually by doctors, could be used to identify suicidal person using classifiers.

Opinion mining and sentiment analysis techniques have also been applied in various fields [9], and increasing numbers of psychologists use social media search engines to find interesting patterns in suicidal entries, such as sentiment phrases, geographic location, etc. Vincent, et al., explored the relationship between suicide and sexual orientation [10]. Jared, et al., tracked data from Twitter to find out suicide risk difference between states [4].

Applying machine learning techniques in suicide identification has gained traction in recent years. Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count Version 2007 (LIWC2007) evaluates various emotional, cognitive, and structural English words or phrases presented in individuals’ verbal and written sentences [11]. LIWC could be used to identify a post’s emotional tendency. Ramirez-Esparza, et al., worked on linguistic markers and themes of depression discussion by collecting information both in depressed and non-depressed individuals from legacy Internet forums using bulletin board systems (BBS) [12]. They analyzed the text with the help of LIWC, and they found that online depressed writers used more first person singular pronouns but less first-person plural pronouns in both English and Spanish forums. They also found that depressed people who wrote in Spanish were more likely to relational concerns; whereas depressed people who wrote in English were more likely to mention medical concerns.

Huang, et al., used basic keywords matching (similar to regular expressions) over Myspace.com to discover whether users have an intent to commit suicide [13]. Their method is simple and recognized 14% of the known suicidal users. Li, et al., later proposed a hybrid method [14]. They noted importance of applying machine learning skills into emotional distress detection, like SVM.

Wang, et al., worked on classifying English clinical suicide notes into 16 different emotional categories, such as blame, fear, love, etc. [15]. Their data is based on the fifth 12B2 (Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside) challenge [16], and they used SVM classifier to test different features, with the result of F-measure around 50.04%, and showed the possibility for applying machine learning into predicting suicide notes. Liakata, et al., worked on the same data. They used a hybrid classifier, which includes both SVM classifier and CRF classifier, with the best F-measure 45.64% [17]. Pestian, et al., applied NLP techniques on 66 suicide notes and selected reading scores, words, concepts and other 63 features [18]. They used over ten different methods in Weka [19], an useful machine learning tool to classify their data, and they achieved an impressive precision of 74.4%, compared to 51.0% from psychiatric physician trainees and 60.9% from mental health professionals.

Wang, et al., proposed a Chinese depression detection system [20]. They used three classifiers from Weka, and their analysis and experiment data included one verified suicidal user’s data, which contained 215 posts. Their research could achieve their best F-measure of 85%.

III. METHODS

In this section, we present the background and detailed description of our system and the algorithms involved.

An overview of our three-level suicide detection framework is shown in Fig. 1. Posts collected from our crawler are used to extract several basic attributes: 1) text contents; 2) user’s behaviors, such as posting time, mentions, posting type; 3) social interactions, such as the users who comment or like this post. With the help of linguistic dictionaries, we are able to extract a set of features from those basic attributes as the first step, such as keywords, negations, negative emotions, and so on. Then, we take a sample and assign weights to process the data to solve imbalanced data. Imbalanced data refers to any data set that exhibits an unequal distribution between its classes [21]. In our data set, none suicidal posts are much more than suicidal posts. Finally, classifiers are applied to learn the suicidal features and build a suicidal detection model.

A. Data Collection and Tagging

Our data is collected through Sina Microblog Open Platform API [22] and our Java-based crawler. We downloaded 53 verified suicidal users’ profiles and over 30,000 posts. In addition, we also collected 600,000 posts from 1,000 thousand random non-suicidal users. We curated all suicidal users’ posts and obtained 614 true suicidal posts. To perform a 90-10 test, we randomly sampled 6,140 posts from the set of non-suicidal users, for a total of 6,754 posts. After filtering some blank posts, we obtain 6,704 posts.
B. Lexicon Construction

Because no lexicons specifically for suicidal word or phrases are available, we extend our psychological lexicons with help of the latest version of HowNet [23], a Chinese-based emotional-words resource for sentiment analysis. Psychological dictionaries contain some depressed words or phrases often used in cases of suicide notes. We use those dictionaries to detect and count the number of positive, negative, neutral words or phrases, and the ratio of positive to negative words. Examples of Chinese words and phrases in HowNet are depicted in Table I below, and examples of psychological dictionaries are shown in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. EMOTIONAL WORDS IN HOWNET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emotion Words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. PSYCHOLOGICAL DICTIONARY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Feature Extraction and Modeling

We use Ansj [24], a Chinese word segmentation tool, to segment words and remove punctuation and stop words. We choose three basic N-gram features: Unigram, Bigram and Trigram. We use emotional words from lexicon to find out its emotional polarity in the sentence, and we also compute the ratio of negative to positive emotion words.

Li, et al., found that suicidal victims tend to write more about themselves and less about others in posting entries, such as I, me, myself, we, etc. [7]. During our research, we found that victims also like to mention their parents or grandparents, brothers or sisters, or even other suicidal victims. The statistics of references is shown in Table III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III. PERSONAL REFERENCE STATISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-references</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other-references</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Syntactic features contains dependency relation, Part of Speech (POS) tagging and sentence tense. We use Stanford Parser Core NLP [25] to obtain the statistics of POS tag for each sentence. Previous research [18] showed suicide notes have some distinct POS tag categories. Because the sentences on web are usually complex and ambiguous, we only obtained three types of POS tags by counting the numbers of words in the following: adjective, noun, verb.

We also found that temporal features matter. In our data, nearly 40% of suicidal posts are posted at night or early in the morning from 23:00 to 06:00 in the morning, whereas only 13% of non-suicidal users posted during this period. A plausible explanation might be some suicidal users suffer from insomnia and post about hypnotic pills, such as tranquillizer or stilnox. In contrast, only 13% suicidal posts are posted in the morning from 07:00 to 13:00, and over 28% of non-suicidal posts are posted during this same period. Thus, we separate 24 hours into four time periods: 23:00 to 06:00, 07:00 to 13:00, 14:00 to 18:00, and 18:00 to 23:00. The more specific information are shown in Fig. 2.
Posting type refers to original creation or forward posts, which is another prominent factor. Although forwarding others’ posts (i.e., retweet or propagation) has some effects on users’ behaviors, it appears in our data that suicidal users prefer to post original thoughts. In our data, original posts account for 87% of tagged suicidal posts, and in contrast, original creation only accounts for 33% of non-suicidal users’ posts. The more specific comparisons are shown in Fig. 3.

Another feature was posting frequency as time varies, which may be caused by the users’ emotional variations. Research shows that the deceased posted less when they were happier [7]. In addition, depressed users may post longer emotional posts than people who commit suicide impulsively, and this phenomenon is also reflected in our own research. Thus, for every post in our data set, we compute its cycle’s frequency, and then compare it with its users’ average posting frequency.

Since the data is skewed, we used over-sampling to solve this problem, and designed a function to compute and change automatically the initial value of each feature. We consider the basic weight computation in three aspects.

- First, the ratio of suicidal posts to none suicidal posts is chosen for simulating real-world data sets. We denote the number of suicidal posts as $N_s$ and the number of non-suicidal posts as $N_n$.

- Second, the occurrence of each word or other features, such as occurrence of original created posts and forward posts, reflect their significance in posts. In contrast to TF-IDF [26] used in information retrieval, more frequent occurrences may be more significant, if the words are self-references or tagged suicidal. We consider its occurrence ratio between suicidal posts and non-suicidal posts here. We denote occurrence in each suicidal post as $Q_s$ and occurrence in each none suicidal post as $Q_n$.

- Third, we consider several properties of lexicon dictionaries. We consider two properties: the polarity of dictionaries, such as positive or negative and its lexicon size.

The final feature’s initial weight value $W_o$, such as one or zero, should multiply an additional weight function, which is aim to solve skewed data problem:

$$ weight = W_o \times \log \left[ \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_s} Q_s}{\sum_{i=1}^{N_n} Q_n + 1} \right] \times \frac{N_n}{N_s} \quad (1) $$

IV. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION

In this section, we describe our experiment approach and discuss the results. Our experiment’s classification results are evaluated by “Precision”, “Recall”, “F-measure”, “Accuracy”. We take whether the classifier could rightly choose the suicidal posts for “Precision”, “Recall”, “F-measure” respectively. “Accuracy” refers to all predictions match their labels regardless whether it is suicidal posts or not. We use 10-fold-cross validation to ensure proper separation of our 6704 experiment data entries and use different classifiers to perform classification.

We use SVM classifier from LibSVM [27] package, in C and Java. The classifier in our experiments used a RBF kernel. For parameters, we use grid search with $C = 16$ and $\gamma = 3.0517578125 \times 5$. We choose several classifiers from Weka [19]: NaiveBayes, LogisticRegression, J48 Classifier, RandomForest and SMO. All classifiers run with default parameter values, and the results are presented in Table IV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASSIFIERS</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NaiveBayes</td>
<td>40.2%</td>
<td>79.0%</td>
<td>26.9%</td>
<td>92.6613%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LogisticRegression</td>
<td>39.3%</td>
<td>55.8%</td>
<td>26.9%</td>
<td>88.0072%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J48</td>
<td>46.6%</td>
<td>68.9%</td>
<td>35.2%</td>
<td>92.5851%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandomForest</td>
<td>37.4%</td>
<td>74.0%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>92.3031%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMO</td>
<td>56.8%</td>
<td>68.7%</td>
<td>48.4%</td>
<td>91.2279%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>68.3%</td>
<td>78.9%</td>
<td>60.3%</td>
<td>94.0036%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV presents the performance of each classifier. Clearly, we can see from Table IV, SVM classifier achieves the best result of “F-measure” for 68.3%, “Recall” for 60.3%, “Accuracy” for over 94%. If we take all posts into consideration,
“Accuracy” reaches over 94%, which means the possibility that this suicide detection system assists psychologists to identify suicidal posts. It will be a great help for suicide prevention.

However, we find that 40% of suicidal posts were not identified correctly. This may mainly due to the complexity and ambiguity of Chinese sentences on the Internet. In addition, if we extracted more features and applied more advanced text mining methods, we would achieve better results, which is in our future work.

From feature selection section III-C, we can find the preferences of people with high risk of suicide.

- Suicidal users prefer to post their suicidal posts at night.
- Suicidal users prefer to post suicidal posts originally instead of forward others’ posts, though others’ emotions will propagate and affect them.
- Suicidal users prefer to mention themselves more frequently than none suicidal users.

This research has a number of potential applications. The trained model can be used to build an alert system, and the system is urgent for preventing and intervening suicidal users. If this system is effective in detecting suicidal posts from Social Networks, it may provide psychologists with advanced decision supports.

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we build a suicidal ideation detection system using psychological lexicons. Based on psychological lexicons, we use machine learning techniques to detect suicide ideation in posts from social networks, which is a new approach to investigate people’s online behavior. Since the social networks provide people with a new way of communication, to let them express their emotion, which may include posts with suicide ideation, it is very helpful to build a monitoring system that could help psychologists analyze those posts, to identify psychological characteristics, such as suicide. In our work, the precision of suicide ideation is 79%, and overall the accuracy can reach 94%. The purpose of this research is to draw people’s attention to problem of suicide and to show that how useful it is, if we could use both machine learning and psychology knowledge for identifying suicide ideation.

Our future work is undertaken in three directions: “Topic Model”, “Latent Social Relationship”, and “Deep Learning”. Topic Model [28] is a very useful tool to analyze text. It may find latent semantics in suicide posts, and it also can find dependency on lexicons. We also plan to use latent social network relationships to identify suicide individuals and groups. People who have interactions in their posts might propagate information to others. Some research have been done on this topic [6], and shed lights on this part in media propagation. Deep learning is a very popular machine learning technique in recent years. Applying deep learning techniques in detecting suicide post text may help us build more efficient features to improve the performance of prediction.
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